COUMARONE INDENE RESIN H-100
(NITTO CHEMICALS – JAPAN)
(HIGHLY EFFECTIVE RESIN FOR ANTI-CORROSIVE COATING / PAINT)

MADE IN JAPAN [REACH & ROHS Compliant] Consistent Quality
CI RESIN H-100 IS UNIQUE COMBINATION OF COUMARONE, INDENE & STYRENE MOLECULES-EACH
OF THEM PLAY IMPORTANT ROLE IN PERFORMANCE

COUMARONE | INDENE | STYRENE
---|---|---
* Water Proofing, Sealing & corrosion Resistance | * Glutinosity (Helps maintain Viscosity) | * Increases Gas Impermeability

EFFECTIVE ANTI CORROSIVE CAOL TAR CHEMISTRY HELPS IN PROTECTING SHIPS HULL FOR A LONG PERIOD OF TIME AND OFFER FINE ADHESION PROPERTY TO THE STEEL SURFACE.

CHARACTERISTICS

- Imparts – Anti-Corrosive/ Chemical Resistant Properties.
- Low Molecular Weight <700, Helps in faster Dissolution, Solubility and Strength
- Excellent Tack Retention
- Excellent Heat Resistance
- Better Gloss
- Faster Drying
- Cost Effective

APPLICATION

Coumaron Indene Resin has improved solubility in various solvents and improved compatibility with resin or oils and fats. It is used for paint for vessels, paint for automobiles, and silver paint.